
SERIES - NOVEMBER/SPECIAL SCREENINGS - OCTOBER 

MICHAEL SNOW ON LOCATION, LA REGION CENTRAL£ PHIU NIBLOCK 

DEGREES CF REMOVE, CONT. ----------------
PROGRAM 2: LANDSCAPE 
AND NARRATIVE 
Focused to varying degrees on narrative's tenuous 
relationship with landscape-from a totally constructed 
fiction to a non-linguistic approach - this selection 
explores the underlying ways we perceive and articu-
late the representation of space. 
Walter De Maria HARDCORE (1969, 28 min, 16mm) 
Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster ATOMIC PARK (2004, 
9min,35mm) 
Amy Granat & Ann Craven MOON SHADOW, PART 1 
(2008, 9 min, 16mm) 
Gianni Motti THE MESSENGER (2003, 3 min, video) 
Rosa Barba THEY SHINE 
(2007, 5 min, 35mm. Voice: Matt Didemus.) 
Luis Buiiuel LAND WITHOITT BREAD I LAS HURDES 
(1932, 28 min, 35mm) 
Total running time: ca. 85 minutes. 
Special thanks to the Whitney Museum of American Art 
for the loan of De Maria's HARDCORE. 

-Monday, November 17 at 7:30. 

PROGRAM 3: NYC PREMIERE! 
Michael Snow 
REVERBERLIN 
2006, 55 minutes, video. Featurtng Paul Dutton, John Oswald and 
Michael Snow. 
Using concert footage of CCMC, the free improvisational 
ensemble Snow co-founded in 1974, the filmmaker/ 
musician digitally weaves together images and sounds 
from performances that have taken place across the 
globe. "I desired an equivalence of seeing and hearing 
so that one could actually listen, pay attention to the 
music, as well as follow the picture development", 
Snow writes. "That was the goal of NEW YORK EYE AND 
EAR CONTROL, too, but it used a completely different 
aesthetic from REVERBERLIN, which contains more of 
the freedom that video shooting, editing and animation 
have given 'film' artists." 

-Sunday, November 23 at 8:30. 

PROGRAM 4: RARE SCREENINGS! 
Michael Snow 
LA REGION CENTRALE 
1971 , 180 minutes, 16mm. 
Made over the course of five days on a deserted 
mountaintop in North Quebec. During the shooting, 
the vertical and horizontal alignment as well as the 
tracking speed were all determined by the camera's 
settings. Anchored to a tripod, the camera turned a 
complete 360 degrees, craned itself skyward, and 
circled in all.directions. Because of the unconventional 
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camera movement, the result was more than merely 
a film that documented the film location's landscape. 
Surpassing that, this became a film expressing as its 
themes the cosmic relationships of space and time: 
"An extraordinary cinematic monument. [Snow] cata-
pults us into the heart of a world before speech, before 
arbitrarily composed meanings, even subject. He 
forces us to rethink not only cinema, but our universe." 
-Louis Marcorelles, LE MONDE . 
"An unimaginable film, literally like nothing you have 
ever seen before." -John W. Locke, ARTFORUM 

-Monday and Tuesday, November 24 
&25at7:30. 

TRIBUTE TD 
PHILL NIBLOCK 
An evening in celebration of intermedia composer, 
artist and pillar of the downtown arts community PhiH 
Niblock, on the night before he turns 75: A multitude of 
artists from among the hundreds Niblock has worked 
with, produced or befriended over his forty-plus-year 
career in the art and contemporary music world will 
present brtef interventions in tribute to his life and 
oeuvre. Ranging from live performances in dance, . 
poetry and music, to film and video works, to recorded 
music or performance, this promises to be a truly one-
of-a-kind lntermedia night. 
Confirmed participants include: Elaine Summers, Gerd 
Stem, Sally Gross, Sally Slivers + Bruce Andrews, 
Steve Dalachlnsky + Yuko Otomo, Anne Tardos, 
Thomas Buckner, Jens Brand + Dan Evans Farkas + 
Ben Manley, Hans W. Koch + Bettina Wenzel, Dave 
Geary, Jim Staley, David Watson, Alexandra Demen-
tieva, Annea Lockwood, Mary Jane Leach, Elliot 
Sharp+ Janene Higglns ... among many others to be 
announced soon. 
Organized by Katherine Llberovskaya with help from 
Peter Shapiro. 

-Wednesday, Oclober 1 at 7:30. 

BERYL SOKOLOFF 

DISCOVERING 
BERYL SDKDLDFF 
"Art is the place where [the] natural ' and 
abstraction meet." -Beryl Sokoloff · 
Beryl Sokoloff (191 B-2006). a permanent fixture of the 
New York art world, was a creative artist who worked 
in many different art forms: as a painter, a photogra-
pher, a photojournalist, a musician and a filmmaker. His 
cinematic oeuvre spanned half a century, beginning in 
the 1950s when he made films in Bmm, and later, 
16mm. Sokoloff's filmmaking style lies on the dividing 
line between documentary and avant-garde film. His 
films can be viewed in the experimental filmmaking 
tradition with links In technique to Bruce Conner, Stan 
Vanderbeek, Francis Thompson and numerous other 
artists, but distinct from them in terms of Sokoloffs 
particular cinematic stY!e and strategy. He completed 
more than 75 films, yet virtually nothing is known about 
his cinematic output. The purpose of this exhibition 
of two programs is to bring attention to the creative 
vision of this experimental filmmaker, and 
to begin a· dialogue about the impartance of archiving, 
restoring and distributing his films. 
This program is curated by Jon Gartenberg, In consul-
tation with Crista Grauer, and with archival project 
assistance from Jeffrey P. Capp and Crystal Rangel. 
World Premiere preservation print of MY MIRRORED 
HOPE by BB Optics. 
This evening's presentation of films is sponsored by 
the New York Film 1111d Video Council, with a wine and 
cheese reception between the two programs. 
All films are 16mm.· 
PGM 1: ART/POLITICS & SOCIETY 
MY MIRRORED HOPE (17 minutes)• 
MURAL (9 minutes) 
RUBEN'S NIGHTMARE (14 minutes) 
KAPITOL (9 minutes) 
CHROMOCHROMO (10 minutes) 
LIBERTY MAtHINE (6 minutes) 
Total running tirme: ca. 70 minutes. 

-Friday, October 10 at 7:00. 

PROGRAM 2: NYC I TRAVELS 
MOVIE(11 minutes) 
LINE (11 minutes) 
GAUOI (8 minutes) 
PRIMJTIVES (12 minutes) 
RRE (11 minutes) 
THE WALL (9 minutes) 

' Total running time: ca. 70 minutes. 
-Friday, October 10 at 9:00. 


